Scientific Program

Correct as at 2 March 2016. The organising committee reserves the right to change the program without notice.

Wednesday 22 March 2017

7:30am - 5:30pm  ADVANCED RHINOPLASTY DISSECTION COURSE - FORM AND FUNCTION
7:30am - 4:30pm  ENDOSCOPIC EAR WORKSHOP
8:30am - 5:00pm  AUSTRALASIAN COLLEGE OF ENT PHYSICIANS (ACENTP) WORKSHOP
9:00am - 5:00pm  INDIGENOUS EAR HEALTH WORKSHOP

Thursday 23 March 2017

7:30am - 12:30pm  ENDOSCOPIC EAR WORKSHOP
12noon – 12:50pm  Lunch with the Industry
12:50pm - 3:00pm  SESSION 1
Hall N
Chairs: Chris Perry and Phil Fisher
12:50pm  WELCOME
Michael Schultz
1:00pm  E-CIGARETTES – A PRIMER FOR THE OTOLARYNGOLOGIST
Robert Jackler
1:30pm  HOW TO MAKE PALATE SURGERY FOR SNORING/OSA EASIER
Claudio Vicini
2:00pm  ENDOSCOPIC SINUS SURGERY – A STEPWISE CONCEPT TO WHO/WHEN/WHY AND HOW MUCH SURGERY IS REALLY NEEDED
Daniel Simmen
2:30pm  PEARLS FOR FUNCTIONAL RHINOPLASTY: THE ART OF PRECISION
Stephen Park
3:00pm - 3:30pm  Afternoon Tea with the Industry
3:30pm - 4:00pm  SESSION 2
Hall N
Chair: Samuel Dowthwaite
FOLLOW-UP OF HEAD AND NECK CANCER PATIENTS: EVIDENCE AND VALUE
Eben Rosenthal
4:00pm - 5:00pm  **CONCURRENT SESSION 1: ETHICS**  
**Hall N**  
Chair: Niell Boustred

ETHICS PANEL  
Neil Vallance, Pat Guiney, Michael Jay and Niell Boustred

4:00pm - 5:00pm  **CONCURRENT SESSION 2: PAEDIATRIC**  
**Room L2 & L3**  
Chair: David Wabnitz

PAEDIATRIC SLEEP DISORDERED BREATHING PANEL  
Simon Carney, John Wong, Chris Perry and Shyan Vijayasekaran

5:00pm - 6:00pm  **ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING**  
**Hall N**

6:00pm - 7:30pm  **WELCOME RECEPTION**  
**Riverbank Promenade**

**Friday 24 March 2017**

7:00am - 8:00am  **BREAKFAST SESSION 1: NEW AND DEVELOPING TECHNOLOGIES IN LARYNGOLOGY**  
**Room L2 & L3**  
Chairs: Theo Athanasiadis and Darcy Economos

7:00am  STATE OF THE ART IMAGING AND STROBOSCOPY IN LARYNGOLOGY  
Matthew Broadhurst

7:12am  LASERS IN LARYNGOLOGY - NEW AND DEVELOPING APPLICATIONS  
Bren Dorman

7:24am  MODERN MANAGEMENT OF VOICE DYSFUNCTION IN THYROID SURGERY  
Daniel Novakovic

7:36am  EVIDENCE BASE FOR MEDICATIONS IN LARYNGOLOGY  
David Vokes

8:00am - 10:00am  **SESSION 3**  
**Hall N**  
Chairs: Alex Saxby and Alethea Grobler

8:00am  SURGERY AROUND THE LACRIMAL SYSTEM – A KEY LANDMARK IN ESS AND LACRIMAL SURGERY  
Daniel Simmen

8:30am  ANOSMIA - INVESTIGATION AND MANAGEMENT  
Simon Robinson

8:40am  RECEPTOR TYROSINE KINASE EXPRESSION IN PERINEURAL SPREAD OF CARCINOMA: CAN WE RE-PURPOSE EXISTING THERAPY?  
Campbell Schmidt
8:50am  PRACTICAL SUGGESTIONS ON MANAGING CHOLESTEATOMA
   Robert Jackler

9:20am  EVALUATION OF THE TEMPORAL RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN FORMALIN SUBMERSION
        TIME AND RESECTED SPECIMEN SIZE
        Sathish Paramasivan

9:30am  PRIMARY RHINOPLASTY FOR THE OTOLARYNGOLOGIST: AVOIDING LANDMINES
        Stephen Park

10:00am – 10:30am  Morning Tea with the Industry

10:30am - 12noon  SESSION 4
   Hall N
   Chairs: Andrew Lindsay and Sonja Latzel

10:30am  OPTICAL IMAGING TO DETECT CANCER IN REAL TIME DURING SURGERY
        Eben Rosenthal

11:00am  SILVER NANOPARTICLES AS A TOPICAL CHRONIC RHINOSINUSITIS TREATMENT
        Katharina Richter

11:10am  CAN A COCHLEAR IMPLANT IMPROVE COGNITIVE FUNCTION IN OLDER ADULTS
        WITH SEVERE HEARING LOSS? - PRELIMINARY DATA
        Peter Friedland

11:20am  ENDOSCOPIC EAR SURGERY
        Alex Saxby

11:40am  TREATMENT DELAYS IN THE MANAGEMENT OF HEAD AND NECK CANCER
        James Connell

11:50am  CHRONIC COUGH
        Jacqui Allen

12noon - 1:00pm  Lunch with the Industry

1:00pm - 3:00pm  CONCURRENT SESSION 3: RHINOLOGY
   Hall N
   Chair: David Morrissey and Chris Dhepnorrarat

1:00pm  A NEW WAY OF UNDERSTANDING AND CLASSIFYING FRONTAL SINUS ANATOMY
        PJ Wormald

1:15pm  CHARACTERIZATION OF TERTIARY LYMPHOID ORGANS IN CHRONIC
        RHINOSINUSITIS
        Sathish Paramasivan

1:25pm  POST NASAL DRIP - INVESTIGATIONS AND MANAGEMENT
        Raewyn Campbell

1:40pm  RANDOMISED CONTROLLED TRIAL ASSESSING THE SAFETY AND EFFICACY OF
        MANUKA HONEY AUGMENTED WITH METHYLGLYOXAL IN PATIENTS WITH CHRONIC
        RHINOSINUSITIS IN A CLINICAL SETTING
        Arvind Jothin
1:50pm WHY SURGERY FAILS
Larry Kalish

2:05pm RHINOLOGY PANEL
Raewyn Campbell, Daniel Simmen, Richard Douglas, Jo Rimmer, Scott Graham and Alkis Psaltis

1:00pm - 3:00pm CONCURRENT SESSION 4: HEAD AND NECK SURGERY
Room L2 & L3
Chairs: Julia Crawford and Thya Thiruchelvam

1:00pm GRANT BATES LECTURE: MANAGEMENT OF RECURRENT PLEOMORPHIC ADENOMA
Sanjai Sood

1:20pm A BREATH TEST FOR HEAD AND NECK CANCER: IS IT FEASIBLE?
Dhinashini Chandran

1:30pm MANAGEMENT OF LOCALLY INVASIVE THYROID CANCER
Sam Boase

1:50pm EVALUATING THE ACCEPTANCE AND ADOPTION OF ROBOTIC SURGERY BY OTOLARYNGOLOGISTS AND HEAD AND NECK SURGEONS IN AUSTRALIA AND NEW ZEALAND
Giri Krishnan

2:00pm HEAD AND NECK CASE DISCUSSION PANEL
Eben Rosenthal, Suren Krishnan, Michael Penniment, Brian Stein and Andrew Foreman

3:00pm - 3:30pm Afternoon Tea with the Industry

3:30pm - 5:00pm CONCURRENT SESSION 5: OTOLOGY
Hall N
Chairs: Michael Schultz and Nigel Biggs

3:30pm CURRENT APPROACHES TO CONDUCTIVE HEARING LOSS
Sean Flanagan

3:50pm OTOLARYNGOLOGY CASE DISCUSSION PANEL
Robert Jackler, Selaimen da Costa, Robert Briggs, Sean Flanagan, Andrew Lomas and Michael Schultz

3:30pm - 5:00pm CONCURRENT SESSION 6: OSA SURGERY
Room L2 & L3
Chair: JC Hodge

3:30pm NICK ANTIC MEMORIAL LECTURE: EVIDENCE FOR SURGERY IN THE TREATMENT OF OSA
Stuart Mackay

4:00pm PANEL
Andrew Cheng, Julia Crawford, Stuart MacKay, Claudio Vicini and Aeneas Yeo
POSTER PRESENTATION SESSION

Hall L

5:15pm
SAFETY OF ENDOSCOPIC MEDIAL FLAP INFERIOR TURBINOPLASTY IN CHILDREN
Ming Chak Lee

5:18pm
ALLOIOCOCCUS OTITIDIS FORMS MULTISPECIES BIOFILM WITH HAEMOPHILUS INFLUENZAE: EFFECTS ON ANTIBIOTIC SENSITIVITY AND PERSISTENCE
Chun Chan

5:21pm
BACTERIOPHAGE THERAPY FOR TREATING PSEUDOMONAS AERUGINOSA INFECTIONS IN CHRONIC RHINOSINUSITIS
Stephanie Fong

5:24pm
INTRANASAL CORTICOSTEROIDS AS AN ANTI BIOFILM AGENT IN STAPHYLOCOCCUS AUREUS CHRONIC RHINOSINUSITIS SHEEP MODEL
Sukanya Rajiv

5:27pm
LIPOSOME-ENCAPSULATED NITRIC OXIDE DONOR: A NOVEL TOPICAL TREATMENT FOR STAPHYLOCOCCUS AUREUS BIOFILM-ASSOCIATED RHINOSINUSITIS
Sukanya Rajiv

5:30pm
THE EFFICACY OF PRE-OPERATIVE INTRATYMPANIC GENTAMICIN IN ALLEVIATING POST-OPERATIVE VESTIBULAR SYMPTOMS FOLLOWING SURGICAL REMOVAL OF VESTIBULAR SCHWANNOMAS
Hannah North

5:33pm
GENOME WIDE ASSOCIATION ANALYSIS OF STAPHYLOCOCCUS AUREUS ISOLATES FROM PATIENTS WITH CHRONIC RHINUSINUSITIS
Jake Jervis-Bardy

5:36pm
A TRIAL OF FIBRIN/THROMBIN PATCHES AND GLUE FOR MAJOR VESSEL BLEEDING IN THE SKULL BASE
Alistair Jukes

5:39pm
DUAL IMMUNOHISTOCHEMISTRY AS A POTENTIAL TOOL FOR ASSESSING BIOLOGICAL MARGINS IN HEAD AND NECK SQUAMOUS CELL CARCINOMA
Elizabeth Sigston

POSTER PRESENTATION SESSION

Hall M

5:15pm
PRIMARY TRANS-ORAL SURGICAL MANAGEMENT OF EARLY TONSILLAR SQUAMOUS CELL CARCINOMA FOLLOWED BY RISK-ADAPTED RADIOTHERAPY
Samuel Dowthwaite

5:18pm
PARTIAL ADENOIDECTOMY IN PATIENTS WITH PALATAL ABNORMALITIES: A SYSTEMATIC REVIEW
Ingrid Salna
5:21pm  INCREASED IL-13 EXPRESSION IS INDEPENDENTLY ASSOCIATED WITH NEO-OSTEOSTEOGENESIS IN CHRONIC RHINOSINUSITIS
Sathish Paramasivan

5:24pm  IS THE ANTEROLATERAL THIGH FREE FLAP SUPERIOR TO THE JEJUNAL FREE FLAP IN NEOPHARYNGEAL RECONSTRUCTION?
Ashwinna Asairinachan

5:27pm  IMPACT OF HUMAN PAPILLOMA VIRUS (HPV) ON TONSILLAR SQUAMOUS CELL CARCINOMA SURVIVAL: A SYSTEMATIC REVIEW AND META-ANALYSIS
Navid Ahmadi

5:30pm  RNA SEQUENCING OF METASTATIC CUTANEOUS SCC WITH NANO-STRING: PRELIMINARY RESULTS
Tharsiga Gnanasekaran

5:33pm  USING SLEEP QUESTIONNAIRES TO PREDICT OUTCOME OF SURGERY FOR SLEEP DISORDERED BREATHING IN CHILDREN
Benjamin Chan

5:36pm  ELECTROCOCHLEOGRAPHY DURING COCHLEAR IMPLANT SURGERY PREDICTS POSTOPERATIVE HEARING OUTCOMES
Christofer Bester

5:39pm  CO-PHENYLCAINE SPRAY: CAN WE IMPROVE THE TASTE? A RANDOMISED, DOUBLE-BLIND, CROSSOVER STUDY
Stuart Bailey

5:42pm  SALIVARY DNA METHYLATION PANEL TO DETECT HEAD AND NECK SQUAMOUS CELL CARCINOMA
Yenkai Lim

Saturday 25 March 2017

6:30am - 7:30am  FUN WALK

7:00am - 8:00am  BREAKFAST SESSION 2: THYROID
Room L2 & L3
Chair: Sam Boase
PANEL
David Torpy, Marcus Dreosti, Matt Magarey and Desmond Wee

8:00am - 10:00am  SESSION 5
Hall N
Chairs: Sonja Latzel and Bernie Lyons

8:00am  CONTEMPORARY TRENDS IN SKULL BASE SURGERY
Robert Jackler

8:30am  A PHASE 1 CLINICAL TRIAL TO EVALUATE THE SAFETY, TOLERABILITY AND PRELIMINARY EFFECTIVENESS OF AB-SA01 IN PATIENTS WITH CHRONIC RHINOSINUSITIS ASSOCIATED WITH STAPHYLOCOCCUS AUREUS INFECTION
Mian Ooi
8:40am ROBYN BURNETT MEMORIAL LECTURE: ROBOTIC HEAD AND NECK SURGERY
JC Hodge

9:00am ASSESSING THE VALUE OF USING 3D PRINTED TEMPORAL BONES IN PREOPERATIVE PLANNING OF BONE BRIDGE SURGERY
Payal Mukherjee

9:10am SINOGENIC HEADACHE
Alkis Psaltis

9:30am THE IMPACT OF AN ALAR BASE REDUCTION ON THE NASAL AIRWAY
Sai Sumana Gupta

9:40am CURRENT TRENDS IN COCHLEAR IMPLANTATION
Robert Briggs

10:00am – 10:30am Morning Tea with the Industry

10:30am - 12noon SESSION 6
Hall N
Chairs: Emily Perry and Peter Santa Maria

10:30am TYMPANIC MEMBRANE RETRACTIONS: A UNIVERSE IN A NUTSHELL
Sady Selaimen Da Costa

10:50am A SURGICAL HYDROGEL TO IMPROVE WOUND HEALING AND FIGHT BACTERIAL BIOFILMS
Katharina Richter

11:00am MEDICAL MANAGEMENT OF CRS
Richard Douglas

11:20am NARROW BAND IMAGING - AN ALTERNATIVE TO HISTOPATHOLOGICAL DIAGNOSIS OF LARYNGEAL LESIONS
Evangelos Tseros

11:30am ROBOTIC SURGERY IN OSA
Claudio Vicini

12noon – 1:00pm Lunch with the Industry

1:00pm - 2:00pm RHINOLOGY CADAVER DEMONSTRATION: AROUND THE LACRIMAL SYSTEM
Hall N
Chair: PJ Wormald and Richard Douglas

AROUND THE LACRIMAL SYSTEM
Daniel Simmen

2:00pm - 3:00pm HEAD AND NECK CADAVER DEMONSTRATION: FINESSING YOUR NECK DISSECTION
Hall N
Chair: Suren Krishnan and Sam Boase

Finessing Your Neck Dissection
Eben Rosenthal
3:00pm – 3:30pm Afternoon Tea with the Industry

3:30pm - 4:15pm OTOLOGY CADAVER DEMONSTRATION
Hall N
Chairs: Andrew Lomas and Michael Schultz

FACIAL NERVE DISSECTION
Robert Jackler

4:15pm - 5:00pm OSA CADAVER DEMONSTRATION
Hall N
Chairs: Richard Lewis and Guy Rees

BARBED REPOSITION PHARYNGOPLASTY
Claudio Vicini

7:00pm - 10:30pm GALA DINNER
Adelaide Oval

Sunday 26 March 2017

8:00am - 10:00am SESSION 7
Hall N
Chairs: Sharad Chawla

8:00am SUPERVISION OF TRAINEES
Eng Ooi

8:20am COULD PRECISION MEDICINE BE TAILOR-MADE FOR METASTATIC HEAD AND NECK CANCER
Chris Perry

8:30am DEVELOPING A COMPREHENSIVE SLEEP SERVICE IN YOUR ENT PRACTICE
John Malouf

8:50am MANAGEMENT OF LARYNGO-TRACHEAL STENOSIS
Shyan Vijayasekaran

9:10am MIDDLE EAR CHOLESTEATOMA: WHAT IS THIS, HOW DID THEY GET THERE AND HOW TO GET RID OF THEM?
Sady Selaimen Da Costa

9:30am COMPLICATIONS IN SINUS SURGERY
Scott Graham

9:50am A NOVEL COMBINED PLUGGING AND RESURFACING TECHNIQUE FOR REPAIR OF SUPERIOR SEMICIRCULAR CANAL DEHISCENCE
Gregory Shein
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Session</th>
<th>Speaker(s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 8:00am - 10:00am | **HISTORICAL SESSION**<br>Room L2 & L3<br>Chairs: Nicholas Jufas and Niall Jefferson | - THE TEFLON-COATED PREMIER WITH A TRADEMARK GRANULOMA<br>Evangelos Tseros  
- DR JEAN LITTLEJOHN: SURGEON, TEACHER, SCHOLAR, LEADER<br>Danielle Wiltshire  
- THE JOURNEY OF ERYTHROXYLUM COCA - FROM PERUVIAN Mummies, GERMAN CHEMISTS TO VIN MARIANI: THE EARLY HISTORY OF COCAINE<br>Rithvik Reddy  
- ROBERT HENRY PULLEINE (1869-1935) BIOLOGIST, NATURALIST, ANTHROPOLOGIST, OTOLARYNGOLOGIST<br>David Close  
- MOFFETT: INNOVATIVE SOLUTIONS FOR BOTH WARFARE AND THE NOSE<br>Vimal Sekhar  
- BRIEF REVIEW OF AUSTRALIAN NATIVE PLANTS USED FOR HEAD AND NECK APPLICATIONS<br>Daniel Anderson |
| 10:00am – 10:30am | Morning Tea with the Industry |
| 10:30am - 11:45am | **SESSION 8**<br>Hall N<br>Chair: Michael Schultz | - NEW DEVELOPMENTS IN ENDOSCOPIC SKULL BASE SURGERY<br>Richard Harvey  
- INTEGRATING ENT SURGEONS INTO A HEAD AND NECK RECONSTRUCTIVE PROGRAM<br>Andrew Foreman  
- JEAN LITTLEJOHN PRIZE PRESENTATION<br>David Marty  
- CONCLUSION<br>Michael Schultz |